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Abstract

We investigate the solution of large scale instances of the capacitated and un�

capacitated facility location problems� Let n be the number of customers and

m the number of potential facility sites� For the uncapacitated case we solved

instances of size m � n � ���� � ����� for the capacitated case the largest

instances were ���� � ����� We use heuristics that produce a feasible inte�

ger solution and use a Lagrangian relaxation to obtain a lower bound on the

optimal value� In particular	 we present new heuristics whose gap from opti�

mality was generally below �
� The heuristics combine the volume algorithm

and randomized rounding� For the uncapacitated facility location problem	 our

computational experiments show that our heuristic compares favorably against

DUALOC�

Keywords� Volume algorithm	 randomized rounding	 facility location�

� Introduction

The study of location of facilities to serve clients at minimum cost has been one of the
most studied themes in the �eld of Operations Research �see� e�g�� 	
���� In this paper�
we focus on two variants of the problem the capacitated facility location problem

�CFLP� and the uncapacitated facility location problem �UFLP�� both of which were
extensively treated in the literature �see 	���� We present new heuristics for solving
large scale instances of these problems and report on computational experience�

The capacitated facility location problem can be described as follows� There is
a set of potential facility locations F � building a facility at location i � F has an






associated nonnegative �xed cost fi� and has a capacity si of a certain commodity�
There also is a set of customers or demand points D that require service� customer
j � D has a demand dj that must be serviced from the open facilities� If a facility
at location i � F is used to satisfy part of the demand of client j � D� the service
or transportation cost incurred is proportional to the distance from i to j� cij � The
goal is to determine a subset of the set of potential facility locations at which to open
facilities and an assignment of clients to these facilities without violating the capacity
constraints so as to minimize the overall total cost� that is� the �xed costs of opening
the facilities plus the total service cost� The uncapacitated facility location problem
is the simple variant in which each open facility can provide an unlimited amount of
commodity �i�e�� si ��� for each i � F��

The uncapacitated facility location problem is known to be NP�complete and due
to its widely broad area of applications many heuristics have been devised to solve
it� Among these� the most recognized in the literature is the one due to Erlenkotter
	
��� called DUALOC� which combines simple dual heuristics in a branch and bound
framework� Typically� the computational experience that has been reported dealt
with problems with several hundreds of potential facility locations as well as several
hundreds of customers� In contrast� in this paper we present a heuristic designed to
deal with larger instances� We report our computational experience with problems
with up to ���� potential facility locations and similar number of customers�

Most of the previous computational work on the UFLP problem focused on �nding
optimal solutions� For the larger instances we investigated� however� we focused on
�nding approximate solutions� with a relative error� say� of no more than 
�� On one
hand� in practice� the data itself is not error�free� On the other hand� enumerative
methods such as branch and bound� may require a prohibitive amount of resources
�such as time and�or memory�� For example� DUALOC spent �� hours to �nd an
optimal solution to an instance with 
��� points� while our heuristic found a solution
within 
� in about �� minutes�

The state of the art of solving the capacitated facility location problem is less
uniform in the sense that there is no one heuristic known to always work well in
practice� Part of the reason is that the linear programming relaxation �see below� is
known not to be tight �both theoretically 	
��� and experimentally for small special
instances 	���� We refer the reader to the expositions of 	�� and 	
�� As in the UFLP�
we focused on approximate solutions for the problem� In contrast with previous work�
which dealt with smaller instances� we investigated instances with up to 
��� facility
and demand points�

Our new heuristics are based on the Volume Algorithm� introduced in 	��� to
approximately solve a linear programming relaxation and Randomized Rounding 	
��
to �nd feasible integer solutions� For the uncapacitated case we use a sophisticated
variant of randomized rounding� presented in 	�� ��� Our algorithm provides both an
integer solution to the UFLP and a lower bound on the optimal value� Our results
compare favorably against partial outputs of DUALOC� For the capacitated case�
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we use a simpler variant of randomized rounding and also require a subroutine to
solve a transportation problem� A feature of our heuristics is that they can be easily
parallelized at almost optimal speed�up� thus they can be used to solve e�ciently
much larger instances than the ones reported here�

One of the simplest linear programming relaxations for the CFLP is the following
�due to Balinsky 	�� for the UFLP� and extended to the general case by many authors��
For future reference we call it P for primal�

Minimize
X

j�D

X

i�F

djcijxij �
X

i�F

fiyi �
�

�P� subject to
X

i�F

xij � 
 � for each j � D� ���

X

j�D

djxij � siyi � for each i � F � ���

xij � yi � for each i � F � j � D� ���

yi � 
 � for each i � F � ���

xij � � � for each i � F � j � D� ���

Any feasible solution with ��
 yi values corresponds to a feasible solution to the
capacitated facility location problem yi � 
 indicates that a facility at location i � F
is open� whereas xij is the fraction of the demand of client j � D that is serviced
by the facility built at location i � F � Inequalities ��� state that each demand point
j � D must be assigned among the facilities� whereas inequalities ��� say that clients
can only be assigned to open facilities� The capacity constraints are guaranteed by
inequalities ���� Thus the linear program P is indeed a relaxation of the problem�
Throughout� we will use n to denote the number of clients �that is� n � jDj�� and m
to denote the number of potential facility locations �m � jFj��

For the UFLP the linear programming relaxation P is known to provide excellent
lower bounds in practice� Our results seem to con�rm this hypothesis for large in�
stances starting from a primal solution of P we derive a �close� to optimum integer
solution� However� since there are nm inequalities ���� solving P becomes prohibitive
for commercial LP solvers for instances with� say� n�m � ���� Many approaches have
been taken to deal with this problem �see 	���� and one of the most successful ones is
based on subgradient optimization to obtain tight lower bounds� Previous work using
subgradient optimization� however� only provided lower bounds� more concretely� a
�good� dual solution� failing to provide �good� primal solutions� To tackle this di��
culty� the volume algorithm 	�� not only provides primal solutions� but also exhibits
enhanced convergence properties�

The second ingredient of our heuristic for the UFLP is based on randomized round�
ing �see 	
���� To understand our approach suppose that �x�� y�� is an optimal solution
to P� Consider the following very simple algorithm for each facility i � F open a
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facility at location i with probability y�i � then assign each demand point to the closest
open facility� This simple algorithm typically works well in practice� For our compu�
tations we used the variant of randomized rounding for the UFLP of 	�� ��� This new
algorithm was shown to deliver a feasible solution within a factor of 
��� of optimum
for any instance of the problem� Interestingly� this algorithm� originally motivated by
theoretical research� outperforms the simple randomized rounding described above�

For the CFLP� in contrast� the linear programming relaxation P can be far away
from optimum and� thus� no worst�case performance guarantees can be derived just
using P� Interestingly� it was widely reported that for the special instances that need
to be solved in practice the linear programming relaxation provides very good lower
bounds� Motivated by this and given that the di�culties of solving P are almost the
same as for the UFLP� we have used the volume algorithm to approximately solve
large instances of P� On top of it� motivated now by the success of our computations
for the uncapacitated case� we used a simple randomized rounding procedure to obtain
good integer feasible solutions�

� Solving the linear programming relaxation

In this section we describe how to use the volume algorithm to approximately solve
the linear programming relaxation P�

��� The uncapacitated case

In this case� we can remove the inequalities ���� Let uj be a dual multiplier for
equation j in ���� and cij � djcij � uj� If we dualize equations ���� a lower bound
L�u� is

L�u� � Min
X

j�D

X

i�F

cijxij �
X

i�F

fiyi ���

s�t� xij � yi� for each i � F � j � D� ���

yi � 
� for each i � F � ���

xij � �� for each i � F � j � D� �
��

One can observe that this decomposes into m independent problems �one for each
i � F�� After dropping the index i� their generic form is

Min fy �
X

j

cjxj

xj � y� j � D�
� � y � 
� � � x�
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This can be solved as follows� If cj � � then xj should be � �j � D�� Let

� �
X

j� cj��

cj�

If f � � � � then we set y � 
 and xj � 
 if cj � �� If f � � � � then all variables
should be ��

��� The capacitated case

As before� we dualize equations ���� Let u be the associated dual multipliers and
cij � djcij � uj� A lower bound L�u� is given by the subproblem

L�u� � Min
X

j�D

X

i�F

cijxij �
X

i�F

fiyi �

�

s�t�
X

j�D

djxij � siyi� for each i � F � �
��

xij � yi� for each i � F � j � D� �
��

yi � 
� for each i � F � �
��

xij � �� for each i � F � j � D� �
��

Again this decomposes into m independent problems� their generic form is

minfy �
X

j

cjxj

X

j

djxj � sy�

xj � y� j � D�
� � y � 
� � � x�

This is easy to solve as below� First� any variable xj with cj � � is set to �� Then
we can assume that the remaining variables are ordered so

c�
d�
� c�

d�
� � � � cn�

dn�
�

Let k be the largest index such that
Pj�k

j�� dj � s� Let b�k� �
Pj�k

j�� dj and r � s�b�k�
dk��

�

If f �
Pj�k

j�� cj � ck��r � �� then we set y � � and xj � � for all j� Otherwise� we set
y � 
� xj � 
� for 
 � j � k� and xk�� � r�
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��� The Volume Algorithm

We have seen that computing L�u� is very easy in both the uncapacitated and the
capacitated case� One could use the subgradient method to improve L�u�� this gives
a lower bound� but it does not give a primal solution� The Volume Algorithm was
developed in 	�� as an extension of the subgradient method 	
�� to produce primal
solutions� Its name comes from a result on linear programming duality that says that
one can derive a primal solution from the volumes below the faces that are active
when maximizing L�u�� We describe this method below�

Volume Algorithm

Step �� Start with a vector u and solve �����
�� for the UFLP �or �

���
�� for
the CFLP� to obtain �x� y� and L�u�� Set t � 
�

Step �� Compute vt� where vtj � 
 �Pi xij � and ut � u � svt for a step size s
given by �
�� below�
Solve �����
�� �or �

���
��� with ut� Let �xt� yt� be the solution thus obtained� Then
�x� y� is updated as

�x� y�� ��xt� yt� � �
� ���x� y�� �
��

where � is a number between � and 
� This is discussed later�
Step �� If L�ut� � L�u� update u as

u� ut�

Let t� t� 
 and go to Step 
�

Notice that in Step � we update u only if L�ut� � L�u�� so this is an ascent
method� it has some similarities with the bundle method 	
��� one di�erence is that
we do not solve a quadratic problem at each iteration�

One di�erence with the subgradient algorithm is the use of formula �
��� If
�x�� y��� � � � � �xt� yt� is the sequence of vectors produced by �����
�� �or �

���
����
then

�x� y� � ��xt� yt� � �
 � ����xt��� yt��� � � � �� �
 � ��t�x�� y���

The assumption that this sequence approximates an optimal solution of �
����� is
based on a theorem in linear programming duality that appears in 	��� Roughly
speaking� it says that the primal variables can be obtained from the volumes below
the faces of the dual polyhedron� with the use of formula �
�� we are trying to
approximate the computation of these volumes� Notice the exponential decrease of
the coe�cients of this convex combination� thus later vectors receive a much larger
weight than earlier ones� At every iteration the direction depends upon this convex
combination� so this is a method with �memory� that does not have the zig�zagging
behavior of the subgradient method�
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As for the subgradient method 	
��� the formula for the step size is

s � �
UB � L�u�

kvk� � �
��

where � is a number between � and �� and UB is an upper bound for the optimal
value�

In order to set the value of � we de�ne three types of iterations

	 Each time that we do not �nd an improvement we call this iteration red� A
sequence of red iterations suggests the need for a smaller step�size�

	 If L�ut� � L�u� we compute wj � 
 �P
i
xtij for all j and

d � vt � w�

If d � � it means that a longer step in the direction vt would have given a
smaller value for L�ut�� we call this iteration yellow�

	 If d � � we call this iteration green� A green iteration suggests the need for a
larger step�size�

At each green iteration we would multiply � by 
�
� After a sequence of ��
consecutive red iterations we would multiply � by �����

In order to set the value of � in �
��� we solve the following 
�dimensional problem

minimize k�w � �
 � ��vtk
subject to
b


�
� � � b�

Here w is de�ned as wj � 
 �P
i
xtij for all j� We try to minimize the norm of the

new vector vt��� while using bounds to control �� The value b was originally set to ��

and then every 
�� iterations we would check if L�ut� had increased by at least 
��
if not we would divide b by �� When b becomes less than 
��	 we keep it constant�
Each time that we would decrease b we would notice a decrease in the sum of the
primal infeasibilities� This choice of � bears great similarities with the one proposed
in 	
��� the di�erence is in the bounds b	
� and b�

Now we show the typical behavior of the algorithm for the UFLP� In Figure 
 we
plot the maximum violation of equations ��� by the primal vector� In Figure � we
plot the value of the primal objective with bullets and the value of the dual objective
with a continuous line�
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Figure �

� Randomized Rounding

In this section we describe the randomized rounding techniques we used to �nd feasible
solutions to the problems�

��� Uncapacitated facility location

Here we review the randomized rounding ideas of 	�� ���
Suppose that �x�� y�� is an optimal solution to the linear programming relaxation

P� Consider �rst a simple randomized rounding �RR� that opens facility i � F with
probability y�i � and assigns each demand point to the closest open facility� Notice that
the expected facility cost is exactly

P
i�F fiy

�
i � Even though this algorithm performs

well in practice� no worst�case performance guarantee is known for it� However� when
the distance function c is a metric� a sophisticated variant of randomized rounding�
randomized rounding with clustering �RRWC�� presented in 	�� ��� achieves a worst�
case performance guarantee of 
���� that is� it �nds a feasible integer solution within a
factor of 
��� of optimum for any instance of the problem� Remarkably� this algorithm
generally outperforms the simple randomized rounding �see Section �� and 	���� The
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success of the new algorithm relies on limiting the choices of randomized rounding by
introducing dependencies in such a way that it uses additional structural information
from the optimal solution to the linear programming relaxation P�

We brie y describe the algorithm of 	�� ��� As before� let �x�� y�� be an optimal
solution to P� For each demand point j � D� the neighborhood of j� N�j�� is the set
of facilities i � F for which x�ij � �� The algorithm also makes use of the dual linear
program� that can be written as follows maximize fPj�D vj 

P
j�D wij � fi �i � F��

vj � wij � cij �i � F � j � D�� wij � � �i � F � j � D�g� Let �v�� w�� be an optimal
dual solution�

First we break the set of points F 
D into clusters such that each demand point
belongs to exactly one cluster� but facilities belong to at most one cluster� Also� each
cluster has a center j such that all the facilities in the cluster are the neighbors of j� in
addition� if k is any demand point in the cluster� and i� is any facility location in the
cluster� the distance ci�k is� essentially� at most �v�k �

P
i�F cikx

�
ik� More concretely�

the clustering procedure works as follows� Let S be the set of demand points that have
not yet been assigned to any cluster� initially� S � D� We �nd the unassigned demand
point j� with smallest �v�j �

P
i�F cijx

�
ij��value and create a new cluster centered at j��

Then all of the unassigned demand points that are fractionally serviced by facilities in
the neighborhood of j� �that is� all the demand points k � S with N�k� �N�j�� �� ��
are assigned to the cluster centered at j�� the set S is updated accordingly� We repeat
the procedure until all of the demand points are assigned to some cluster �i�e�� S � ���
The set of facilities that are in the neighborhood of some center are called �central�
facilities� and all the others �noncentral��

Now the algorithm of 	�� �� is a modi�cation of the simple randomized rounding�
that makes sure that always there is a facility open in each cluster� If facility i is
noncentral� we open facility i with probability y�i � Next we treat central facilities as
follows� We open exactly one facility per cluster if j is the center� open neighbor
i � N�j� with probability x�ij �note that

P
i�N�j� x

�
ij � 
�� Notice next that it is possible

that for a central facility i that belongs to the cluster centered at j �x�ij � y�i � and
thus if facility i has not been opened by center j� we can open it now independently
with probability y�i � x�ij� Finally� the algorithm assigns each demand point to the
closest open facility� Once again� it is easy to verify that the expected facility cost isP

i�F fiy
�
i � The rest of the analysis is more complicated and can be found in 	�� �� ���

��� Capacitated facility location

For the capacited facility location problem� we use a simpler heuristic that is just
based on randomized rounding� If �x�� y�� is an optimal solution to the linear pro�
gramming relaxation P� again we open a facility at location i � F with probability
y�i � independently� Notice� now� that� in contrast with the uncapacitated case� it is
possible that there is not enough total capacity to service all the demand� If this is
the case� we repeat the random experiment and try again�
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Observe next that once we determine which facilities are open� the cheapest assign�
ment of clients can be easily found by solving the following transportation problem�
The demand points are on one side of the partition� demand point j � D has demand
dj � The open facilities are on the other side� an open facility i � F is a source with a
surplus si� The unit cost of assigning demand point j to an open facility i is cij� This
transportation problem can be easily solved using any specialized network  ow code�

Sometimes� we found it convenient to increase the probability of �nding feasible
solutions as follows� If we have not �nd any feasible solution after a �xed number of
random trials� we multiply the fractional y�i !s values by a constant 
 � 
� and use
minf
y�i � 
g as probabilities�

� Combining the volume algorithm and random�

ized rounding

In this section we describe a new algorithm that combines both the volume algorithm
of 	�� and randomized rounding �	
��� 	�� ����

We start describing the new heuristic for the UFLP� The intuition behind the new
algorithm is based on the following two simple observations

	 the randomized rounding based procedure described in Section ��
 takes sub�
stantially less time than the volume algorithm

	 if we �nd an integral solution that is su�ciently close to our current lower bound
we can stop�

The new heuristic exploits these facts by just running the procedure of Section ��

whenever the volume algorithm �nds a �good� primal fractional solution� Consider
now randomized rounding with clustering �RRWC� of Section ��
� It was originally
devised to work with an optimal solution� but it can also be applied to any fractional
solution� Thus we can run the randomized heuristic of Section ��
 �RRWC� when
the current primal solution violates equations ��� by less than ���� We call this new
heuristic V"RRWC� that di�ers from RRWC in that it uses the algorithm of Section
��
 many times not just once�

For the CFLP� the situation is not as simple as for the uncapacitated case� While
running the volume algorithm� we now run the simple randomized rounding described
in Section ��� with the current fractional primal solution� However solving a trans�
portation problem does not take a negligible amount of time as in the uncapacitated
case� Thus we again run the randomized rounding procedure only when the maximum
violation is less than ���� but we cannot a�ord running the subroutine as often as for
the UFLP�
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� Computational experiments

In this section we present a representative of our computational experiments�
All of our experiments were conducted on an IBM RISC ���������P����� with a

cpu running at 
��MHz�

��� The uncapacitated case

We implemented the volume algorithm as described in Section ��
� Using the solution
returned by the volume algorithm� we implemented the simple randomized rounding�
RR� that opens facility i with probability y�i �here y�i is the value returned by the
volume algorithm for variable yi� and assigns each demand point to the closest open
facility� and the more sophisticated randomized rounding algorithm described in Sec�
tion ��
� RRWC� For each we generated ���� random trials and recorded the best
solution�

To implement randomized rounding with clustering� we used the following obser�
vation� If �x�� y�� is an optimal primal solution� and if we set uj � mini�F �x�ij�� cij�

�j � D�� then the v�!s in RRWC can be replaced by the u!s and this variant of the
algorithm also achieves a performance guarantee of 
��� � Thus we just implemented
this simpler algorithm that is only based on the primal fractional solution� In addi�
tion� to make sure that our primal solution was indeed feasible� we only extracted the
yi values from the volume algorithm and computed the xij!s from them in a straight�
forward way for a demand point j � D� we assign j as much as possible to the closest
fractionally open facilities respecting the inequalities ����

We implemented the new heuristic of Section �� V"RRWC� by running the algo�
rithm of Section ��
 inside the volume algorithm every 
� iterations� if the maximum
violation of the current primal solution was less than ���� In each run of the algo�
rithm of Section ��
� we generated 
��� trials and kept the solution with smallest
cost� Whenever the gap between the value of the current best integer solution and
the current lower bound was less than 
� or the number of iterations of the volume
algorithms reaches ����� the algorithm stops�

We compared our algorithms against the two heuristics that are the key compo�
nents of DUALOC 	
�� the dual ascent procedure �ASCENT� and the more elabo�
rated dual adjustment procedure �ADJUST�� These two subroutines were extracted
from DUALOC�II� provided to us by Erlenkotter 	

�� We next describe the dual
ascent procedure of Erlenkotter 	
��� First note that the vj!s in the dual of P as
in Section ��
 completely determine a dual solution� Starting with vj � mini�F cij
�j � D�� the dual ascent procedure produces a maximal dual solution �vj�� that is� a
solution for which none of the vj!s can be increased without losing feasibility� this is
done by increasing one vj value at a time� when vj is changed from ci�j to the next
largest ci��j� Once a maximal dual solution is reached� all of the facilities that are
tight in the dual are opened� and each client is assigned to the closest open facility�







In addition� some facilities are closed if the objective function value of the solution
improves �see 	
�� and 	

� for details�� For the dual adjustment procedure� the idea
is the following given a maximal dual solution� decrease one of the vj!s to its pre�
vious value and try to recover the loss in the objective function value of the dual
using other vj!s� through applications of the dual ascent procedure� If the amount
recovered exceeds the loss� the dual objective function value improves �see 	
��� 	

���
In our experiments� we repeat the dual adjustment procedure until all the demand
points are examined�

Given that there are no large scale benchmark instances for the UFLP� we consid�
ered instances in which both facility and demand points are distributed uniformly at
random in the unit square 	�� 
� 	�� 
�� all the demands dj are 
� and the facility costs
are all the same within some range of values� These instances are not very specialized�
are easy to generate� are easy to solve for problems with up to ��� points� are typi�
cally considered di�cult to solve in practice and exhibit some interesting properties
as described by Ahn� Cooper� Cornu�ejols and Frieze 	��� More concretely� n points
are chosen independently uniformly at random in the unit square� and each point
is simultaneously a potential facility location and a demand point� The distances
correspond to the usual Euclidean distances in the plane� It was shown in 	�� that�
when n is large� any enumerative method based on the lower bound P would require
the exploration of an exponential number of solutions� also the value of the linear
programming relaxation P is� asymptotically in the number of points� about ������
of optimum� The goal of our experiments was to test both lower and upper bounds�

For each set of points� we set the �xed costs to be equal to
p
n	
� �type I��p

n	
�� �type II� and
p
n	
��� �type III�� These di�erent values provided instances

with di�erent properties�
Finally� to prevent numerical problems� we rounded the data to � signi�cant digits

and made all the data entries integer �this seemed to bene�t DUALOC more than
any other heuristics tested��

In Table 
� we report typical outputs of our experiments� The �rst column cor�
responds to the value of n� that is� the number of clients or facility locations� The
second column corresponds to the value of each �xed cost fi �before rounding up��
The following two columns correspond to the values of the dual ascent and dual
adjustment procedures of 	

�� The next column corresponds to the lower bound
provided by the volume algorithm� The following next two columns correspond to
the simple randomized rounding algorithm and to the more sophisticated randomized
algorithm of Section ��
� Finally� the last column corresponds to our new heuristic of
Section ��

In Table �� we report the relative errors of the heuristics tested �in average over �
runs of each size��xed cost�� Notice that the di�culty of the problems changes from
very hard for instances with large facility costs �type I�� in which only few facilities
can be opened� to fairly easy for instances with small facility costs �type III�� in which
almost all facilities can be opened�
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Table � Performance of the algorithms�
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Table � Comparing running times�

A comparison of running times between the dual adjustment and the heuristic of
Section � is given in Table � �time is measured in seconds��

In Table �� we show how the number of iterations of the volume algorithm is re�
duced by the heuristic of Section �� The stopping criteria for the volume algorithm is
when the maximum violation of equations ��� is less that ���� and the di�erence be�
tween the lower bound and the primal value is less than 
�� When we run V"RRWC�
we stop when the di�erence between the lower bound and the value of the heuristic
solution is less than 
��

��� The capacitated case

We implemented the algorithm described in Section ���� As mentioned earlier� solving
a transportation problem takes some computational e�ort� Thus� we only generated
�� random trials every �� iterations� and only when the maximum violation is less
than ���� In addition� to increase the chance that our integer solutions are feasible
�i�e�� have enough capacity�� we subsequentially increased the probabilities of opening
facilities by a factor of 
��� if after �� random trials no feasible solution was found
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Table � Reduction on the number of iterations�
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or the quality of the solution was not within �� of our current lower bound� All the
transportation problems were solved using an algorithm of Goldberg 	
��� Since some
of the problems were harder� we used a di�erent stopping criteria� We �rst looked
for an integral solution within 
� of the lower bound� But if after 
��� iterations we
have not succeeded� we allow then a gap of ���

As for the UFLP there are no large scale benchmark instances for the CFLP�
We used instances generated as in 	�� �as in 	
��� that are as follows� Once again we
generate the demand and facility points uniformly at random in 	�� 
�	�� 
�� The unit
transportation costs correspond to the Euclidean distance scaled by 
�� The demands
are generated from U	������ i�e�� the uniform distribution in the interval 	������ The
capacities si are generated from U	
��
��� and for the �xed costs we used the formula
fi � U 	�� ��� � U 	
��� 

��

p
si to take into account the economies of scale� Then we

rescaled the capacities so that
P

i si	
P

j dj takes the value of a parameter factor�
The parameter then is set to factor � 
��� �� �� � or 
�� To make the instances more
challenging� we further adjusted the �xed cost by another parameter� v� Then v is
� for the �rst two values of factor and 
 for the rest� Thus we considered � type of
instances� exactly as in 	��� The largest instance they considered was nm � �����
In 	
�� the largest instance is 
��  ��� In contrast we dealt with instances of size
���  ���� ���  ���� ���  ���� 
���  
����

A sample of our computational results is in Table �� Each of the last three columns
represents the average on runs of the algorithm in � di�erent instances of the same
type�

As pointed out in the introduction� the linear programming relaxation P can
sometimes fail to provide enough information to tackle the di�culties of the problem�
In our experiments� out of 
�� trials� we only failed to �nd feasible solutions within
our iteration bounds in � of them �with factor�
��� two instances with n � ��� and
one with n � �����

� Final Remarks

In this paper we focused on two of the simplest facility location models the ca�
pacitated and uncapacitated facility location problems� We developed a heuristic to
approximately solve the problems� providing a feasible solution together with a lower
bound on the optimum� Our methods are based on the volume algorithm to solve a
linear programming relaxation to the problem� together with variants of randomized
rounding to obtain feasible solutions� We point out here that these ideas can be
extended easily to solve other location problems with more or di�erent complicating
constraints� such as the k�median problem �see 	����
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Table � Computational results for capacitated facility location instances �
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